Flattening the Hot Air Claim that Britain Owns Us

By Anna Von Reitz

This video is all disinformation published by the guilty Brits:


"King John" was not "the" King in Britain. All these fools keep forgetting (perhaps on purpose) about the Norman Conquest. John's actions had no such force, effect, or authority as the idiots promoting this crappola suppose. His actions affected only his titles and ownership, not anyone else's---- which is why the Magna Carta was agreed to in the first place. Use your heads! If the Barons hadn't had the sovereign right (granted by William of Normandy upon his death in 1087) to enforce the Magna Carta lawfully, because they were all "kings" in their own right as much as John ever was---- how do you think it was lawful and preserved despite the vermin?

Wake up, wake up, wake up, wake up!!!!!

This is not true and it does NOT have the affects or authorities that people are assuming. You are once again being misled by those who have something to gain.

Stuff their lies back down their throats and get with the actual program. Now.

I am counting on you and every single one of your readers to help put this pernicious nonsense down and put it down fast.

Nothing that King John did affects us in the least. We have always operated under The Magna Carta and we still do.

To bring it all forward to the present day, we are once again facing a situation in which British guile is being used to try to deceive us into submitting to them.

It isn't going to happen.

They abused the powers we delegated to them and used our Patent Office to patent all the Territorial and Municipal Governments in the world (with a few exceptions) and that in turn resulted in all the corporations that were chartered by those Territorial (State of State) and Municipal Governments being chartered by us ---- not the Queen of England, who was only acting under our Delegated Power.

Recently, the vermin outsmarted themselves, with the result that all the Delegated Powers returned to the Delegator ---- The United States of America [Unincorporated]and we, not the Queen, not only now own (which we always technically did) but are free to operate all those corporations.
And all the Brits can think to do, is try to lie their way out of it and rewrite and obfuscate history ----
again.

The Territorial United States was controlled by the British Government as a base of operations for
their duties providing us and our States with "essential government services". But as you should all
have cause to know, Puerto Ricans and people from Guam do not have the same citizenship or
nationality as the rest of us. We are not under British control. And now that the Delegated Powers
have returned to The United States of America [Unincorporated] ----neither are the Territorial or
Municipal citizens bound to Britain.

It's over. Finally. Kick them in the ass on their way out and fully inform the "United Nations". And do
not fall for any of their BS again.
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